The actual "free and robust debate" isn't happening in an FAQ document — it's happening every day in
our conversations with each other! This semester, hundreds of graduate workers have been sharing our
experiences with each other and deciding together how we want to represent ourselves!

A union is workers coming together to demand a seat at
the table and a say in our working conditions. WE are
the union!

grad workers, elected by other grad workers

By signing cards, we're
saying that we want to
form a union TOGETHER
to represent ourselves.

workers sign union cards

A union isn't a service or an outside entity. Local 33
is organized and made up of grad workers at Yale!

We, grad workers at Yale,

our

our
We

Employers can agree to recognize a union and begin negotiating a contract if a
majority of employees demonstrate their support for a union. Microsoft recently
agreed to a card check. At Brown, the university administration also voluntarily
recognized a graduate worker union. Workers usually petition for an NLRB election
when an employer has refused to voluntarily recognize a union through another
democratic process like a card check.

Anyone is free to sign a union card or not,
and can revoke their signature if they
choose. Reach out to 33@yaleunions.org if
you have questions about your card.

Our union is stronger if we ALL have a say —
that's why grad workers have been talking to
hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of our
coworkers for months! We aren't waiting for an
election to build consensus!

This is the principle of most elections, not a strange feature of
the NLRB. Kind of weird for Yale to try and scare us about a
basic electoral process...

Actually, unless Yale specifically agrees to be neutral, the NLRB *can't* prevent
the administration from running an anti-union campaign, trying to influence our
decision, or scaring us into voting no — talk about pressure and coercion! Yale
has hired anti-union law firm Proskauer Rose in the past to bust grad worker
unionization efforts...wonder if they had a hand in this FAQ too?
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Employers (including Yale) can also propose who they think
should be in a bargaining unit and eligible to vote.

Why does Yale think we don't
know what an election is?

our

A collectively negotiated
agreement in writing about our
working conditions, pay, and
benefits...sounds pretty good!
As union members, we would
determine priorities for our
contract and any tentative
contract would have to be
ratified in a vote open to all
members of the union.

How do you spell pay that keeps up with
the rising cost of living; better
access to mental health, dental, and
specialist health care; protections for
international student workers; and real
recourse in situations of abuse,
discrimination, or harassment?
U-N-I-O-N-A-N-D- A-C-O-N-T-R-A-C-T.
Long negotiations often happen because employers
refuse to bargain in good faith. Contracts can
take a long time to settle when employers don’t
want there to be one!

Interesting to leave out that these negotiations at UC Berkeley were
in the 1980s and they were establishing one of the first graduate
worker contracts in the country. Grad workers at Berkeley have had a
union and contracts for 30+ years.* And our peers at Harvard,
Columbia, and Brown all recently negotiated contracts with historic
improvements to pay and benefits!
*"Graduate Students In Berkeley Union Win Concessions," New York Times, Aug. 30, 1989.

It is standard to begin negotiating before a contract expires. Yale does this
routinely with Locals 34 & 35, and has enjoyed 20 years of labor peace with
our sister unions on campus. There's no reason this couldn't be true for grad
workers and Local 33 as well.

Unions collect dues so they can effectively support their members. Like any
organization, a union takes work & money to run. Dues/fees amounts and
increases have to be voted on by the entire union membership, and no dues are
collected until there's a contract. At Harvard, union dues are 1.44% of gross
pay for teaching and research (no dues are owed on financial aid or when not
working). At Columbia, PhD grad workers will make a minimum of $44.4K this
academic year even after dues are deducted.

Looks like someone
forgot to mention that
as it stands now, our
teaching or research
assignments can be
changed at any time
with no say or
meaningful recourse.

Funny to leave out that unions can provide independent
grievance procedures for resolving workplace issues and
to address mistreatment and discrimination. They also
provide a right to representation so you don’t have to
resolve problems alone! Unions protect workers, not
police them. As union members, we would decide for
ourselves if we wanted to make use of union processes or
representation to address issues we might face.

"Consulting" does not mean they
are required to follow or
implement recommendations made
by the GSA or GPSS.

workers would have a legally protected seat at the table

Last year, the GSA voted by a huge margin to support the campaign for a
grad workers union. Many grad workers that serve on GSA and GPSS are also
involved in organizing with Local 33. Graduate workers are saying — and
showing — that a grad worker union can work alongside GSA and GPSS. So why
does Yale want to convince us that it can't?
Graduate student workers at Harvard have a recognized union AND a student
government. The same is true at Columbia, Brown, and the list goes on...* a
union would not replace other forms of student representation or
organization that currently exist at Yale.

MIT tried this same tactic just last year, claiming the union would stop
grad workers from getting raises.** All we would have to do is agree to
let the raises go into effect. Why is Yale making it all seem so
complicated?

*www.hgc.harvard.edu; www.gsas.columbia.edu/content/graduate-student-government;
https://sites.brown.edu/gsc/
**https://mitgsu.org/updates/mitgsu-ue-calls-on-mit-admin-to-implement-gscs-raiserecommendations

Thanks for complying with longstanding federal laws that protect
our rights to organize with our
coworkers in our workplace!!

Encouraging us to call security or the Yale Police on our coworkers?
This is an aggressive and hostile message. For many in our campus
community, interactions with the police entail real risk.

What we'd really like to know is:
Why is the Yale administration so scared of grad workers
having independent grievance procedures and the protections
of a union to address issues of discrimination and
harrassment?
What is the Yale administration prepared to do to protect us
from anti-union intimidation or retaliation?
When is the Yale administration going to publicly commit to
being neutral on the question of grad worker unionization?

For more info & to sign your union card: www.local33.org

